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Merging analytical and numerical models with experimental results improve the behaviour predictions of mechanical elements applied to rotor machinery, such as the bearings. This work aims to present the design of a
hydrodynamic bearing prototype, a comparison and validation between the numerical and experimental results of
critical speeds, and the differences of behaviour when the bush geometries and lubrication are changed. The bush
geometries and the fluid film properties are analysed by measuring the dynamic behaviour of a rotor supported by
these bearings. The experimental evaluation is based on measuring the Jeffcott test bench supported in a pair of
bearings, showing the anisotropic behaviour caused by the stiffness difference in horizontal and vertical directions.
It also presents an optimization of bushings for isotropic conditions when they were changed for different geometries (elliptical, offset halves) and different materials with boundary lubrication. This detailed study shows how
the dynamic behaviour of rotating machinery can be predicted using numerical models and its validation by a test
rig. Results also show how the vibration occurs if the bushes geometries are modified or its lubrication condition
is changed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a rotating assembly the bearings are the elements responsible for the support and support of the rotor element. According to ISO 1925 the definition of a rotor is: a body supported
by bearings that can rotate about a fixed axis in space.1 In
all industrial sectors the presence of bearings in the axle support is easy to see, in the automotive sector, for example, simulated frictional power losses on the bearings supporting the
crankshaft of an internal combustion engine, holding the bearings responsible for retaining 16% of that power.2
However, in most of the supporting elements the analysis of
their behaviours is not trivial and their phenomena are in a nonlinear field, such as in ball/roller bearings3, 4 and hydrodynamic
bearings.5, 6 The use of hydrodynamic bearings in the support
of rotary machines are widely used due to their high levels of
reliability and durability.7
The hydrodynamic bearings work with the use of lubrication
between the bushing and the journal. Due to the force of the oil
generating a small displacement in the journal and small rotations on the equilibrium position, during the formation process
until the stabilization of the oil film. This process is described
as a non-linear situation mainly due to the effects of the bear64
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ings, dampers or other causes, such as the presence of cracks.8
Therefore, the estimation of parameters of hydrodynamic bearings becomes a difficult task, with the need for the solution of
mixed equations between the field of dynamics and the field of
fluid mechanics.
In these types of bearings, the formulations generate not
only rigidity parameters in two directions, but also cross components due to the presence of the oil film. Li et al. presented a
method of identifying the oil film coefficients through the implementation of the Green function and its regularization, then
the equivalent load reconstruction was obtained.9 Concluding, therefore, the estimation of rigidity and damping parameters for a flat cylindrical hydrodynamic bearing. The influence
of coupling between stiffnesses is seen in a tilting pad type
bearing for a vertical rotor.10 Mazer cited that these crossstiffness parameters generate tangential and rotational force
components, thus leading to instability problems.11
When designing a hydrodynamic bearing, knowledge of the
instability limits is necessary for the operation of the rotating
assembly to be in a safety region. The phenomenon of instability self-excites vibrations in the bearing, having no relation
to the critical velocity or other defects. Wang et al. presented a
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discussion about instability and its effects on the dynamic behaviour. The anisotropy that caused the instability was related
to transverse crack at the shaft.12
Huang et al. showed a simpler method for obtaining these
limits.13 This method was based on the exchange in the state
vector, from c = [XY Ẋ Ẏ ] to c = [εφε̇φ̇], avoiding later in the
coordinate transformation operation.
The motion equation to be solved for dynamic analysis:13
~¨ + ([G] + [C]) · W
~˙ + [K] · W
~ = f~.
[M ] · W

(1)

In the equation: [M ] was the mass matrix; [G] was the gyroscopic effect matrix; [C] was the damping matrix; [K] was the
~ was the displacement nodal vector; f~ was
stiffness matrix; W
the force nodal vector. The gyroscopic effect matrix [G] must
be considered because of its relevance on the finite element
rotordynamic analysis of large machines.14
The use of different geometries for the bushings of hydrodynamic bearings is a viable alternative for the solution of instability problems.15 Bhasker et al. conducted experimental
studies of hydrodynamic pressure and oil film thermal analysis
in bearings of the type “Offset-Halves”.16 Rahmani et al. studied the performance and stability variations when the shape of
bushes was elliptical.17 Ostayen and Beek made thermal studies in “Lemon” shaped bushings, detecting an improvement
in the stability and thermal aspect as well.18 Urbiola-Soto et
al. analysed the optimization of fixed shoe or lobes bearings
through the best response of their surface, using the Design of
Experiments (DOE) technique.19
Besides the variation of the geometry of the bushing, the application of different types of materials and different construction concepts of the bushings, with the use of composites for
example, also appeared as a solution for better dynamic performance of the hydrodynamic bearings. Some authors propose
different applications of different materials in the bushings and
in each situation a certain improvement can be achieved.20–23
This work aims to present a comparison between the numerical simulation and experimental analysis from a fixed circular
hydrodynamic bearing applied to a Jeffcott. It also presents
experimental results of different developed types of bushings,
and kind of lubrication, to decrease the anisotropic level and
consequently possible instability effects caused in usual hydrodynamic bearings system.

2. METHODOLOGY
Journal bearing design is complex. It envolves optimizing
clearances, bearing length, minimum film lubricant and other
parameters. For this work, firstly a set of hydrodynamic bearings using fixed and cylindrical geometry bushings was proposed. However, the bearing assembly should be designed
with interchangeability and should be made by changing the
component of the bushing for another without difficulty. In
addition, the feed system, which will be elaborated on in the
following item, should be versatile and simple in design and
operation, so there is no pressure drop that could influence the
fluid feed pressure.
The methodology for bearing design starts with the L/D ratio, i.e., a ratio between the length and inner diameter of bearing sleeve. A change in this initial step may result in changes
in the stability limit and subsynchronous vibration frequencies.
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Figure 1. Jeffcott test rig.24
Table 1. Bearing perfomance factors.
Factor
Sommerfeld number
L/D ratio
Minimum film thickness
Eccentricity
Angular position
Friction coefficient
Total flow

Symbol
S
L/D
h0
E
Φ
F
Q

Values
7.703
0.95
0.0245
0.02
84
0.35
5.94

Units
–
–
mm
–
Degrees
–
L/h

The test rig where the bearing was applied consists of a rotor
shaft with 0.020 m of diameter. Therefore, the inner diameter
(D) of the bush should be 0.020 m. The length (L) after machining process was 0.019 m, obtaining the L/D ratio equals
to 0.95.
The machine where the set of bearings was applied is described by Medeiros et al.24 Figure 1 shows the main components: (a) SAE 1020 main base with 0.030 m of thickness
and weight of approximately 90 kg; (b) SAE 1020 shaft with
0.020 m of diameter and weight of approximately 1.77 kg;
(c) SAE 1020 disk with 0.200 m of diameter, weight of
4.38 kg; (d) assembly points for bearings; (e) drive system
using an electric engine with 1471 Watts of power, nominal
rotation speed of 3600 rpm, powered by a frequency inverter
controller and set of pulleys and belts for magnify the speed by
a 2:1 ratio; and (f) disk protection.

2.1. Hydrodynamic Bearing Design
The bush was made by brass TM23, the machining by a horizontal lathe and adjusted internally with a fixed-type reamer
of Ø20 mm H7, thus obtaining a radial clearance of 0.005 mm
and a nominal average roughness (Ra) of 0.8 µm. The lubricant fluid was a mineral oil SAE 32 without additives, the
dynamic viscosity was around µ = 125 cP or 0.13 Pa.s.
After establishing some of the geometry values for the bearing sleeve, the working fluid and its maximum operating rotation, Table 1 presents the bearing performance factors. Figure 2 shows the bearing mounted on the Jeffcott test rig using
the developed cylindrical bush.

2.2. Fluid Feed System
For a hydrodynamic bearing to function properly, it was necessary to use a lubricating fluid feed system if the circuit was
of the open type, or a recirculation system when the circuit was
a closed type.
65
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Figure 4. Different kind of bushings used for the tests.

Figure 2. Developed bearing.

(a)

Figure 5. Campbell diagram.
(b)

2.3. Numerical Simulation
The rotor was simulated using MATLAB program with the
same hydrodynamic bearing parameters and rotor dimensions.
The program used was based on finite element modelling of
the rotor, dividing the model in 12 Euler-Bernoulli beam elements.25 The program generated plots including: Campbell
diagram, unbalance disk response excitation, mode shapes, orbits, and bearing-shaft eccentricity.

2.4. Bush Geometries
Figure 3. Test rig with fluid feed system: (a) general view and (b) distribution
detail.

In this work, a closed loop system was developed for oil
recirculation. The oil was stored in a reservoir, then through
PU-8 hoses that can withstand pressures of up to 1.3 MPa, and
finally dispensed using an onestage gear type pump for the two
bearings (Fig. 3a). The return of the oil was also done with the
hoses towards the reservoir. For the system to not be overpressured when the machine was switched off, a direct line with the
reservoir was made after the pump output. The oil flow control
for the bearings was made through a sphere valve and the control for opening and closing the drain path was also made with
a sphere valve (Fig. 3b).
The outlet pressure of the pump was 50 kPa and, after considering the effects of the pressure drop, the pressure at the
work points was 49.984 kPa. It may be noted that the system
had not suffered a significant loss of load therefore for the operation of the hydrodynamic bearing the pressure exerted by the
hydraulic unit was sufficient for feeding the lubricating fluid.
66

The variation of geometries of the bushing is illustrated on
Fig. 4. The fixed-cylindrical bush was described above, the elliptical had an eccentricity degree of 0.42 and the offset-halves
had an asymmetry estimated by 1 mm in radial direction. The
composite bushing had the same geometry characteristics of
the first one, the material had a self-lubrication property. Besides of this material, the composite bushing was lubricated
with grease (Molybdenum disulphide main chemical component).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Simulation Results
Figure 5 presents the Campbell diagram of the rotor with a
couple of hydrodynamic bearing with fixed cylindrical bushes.
The diagram shows the evolution of natural frequencies while
the rotor speed changes. The two points highlighted (3610 and
7510 RPM, i.e, 60.17 and 125.17 Hz) are the critical speeds
that are related to the third and fourth modes (presented in
Fig. 6). These modes have conical shapes, where the gyroscopic effect can change the natural frequency.
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Table 2. Dynamic parameters of developed bearing.
Direction
XX
XY
YX
YY

Siffness [MN/m]
1.27493
–49.9414
50.0662
0.60029

Damping [kN s/m]
100.097
2.54592
2.54592
99.9579

Table 3. Stability analysis for the developed bearing.
λn
λ4
λ3
λ2
λ1
λ0

1◦ column
37.3
1.2·106
9.7·109
4.8·1012
2.5·1015

2◦ column
9.7·109
5.14·1012
2.5·1015
0
0

3◦ column
2.5·1015
0
0
0
0

by Huang et al., following the system of equations:13
4[2π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]
;
[π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2
π[−π 2 + 2π 2 ε2 + (16 − π 2 )ε4 ]
=
;
ε(1 − ε2 )1/2 [π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2
π[π 2 + (32 + π 2 )ε2 + 2(16 − π 2 )ε4 ]
=
;
ε(1 − ε2 )1/2 [π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2
4[π 2 + (32 + π 2 )ε2 + 2(16 − π 2 )ε4 ]
=
;
(1 − ε2 )1/2 [π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2

kxx =
Figure 6. Mode shapes.

kxy
kyx
kyy

2π(1 − ε2 )1/2 [π 2 + 2(π 2 − 8)ε2 ]
;
ε[π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2
8[π 2 + 2(π 2 − 8)ε2 ]
= cyx = 2
;
[π + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2
2π[π 2 + 2(24 − π 2 )ε2 + π 2 ε4 ]
.
=
ε(1 − ε2 )1/2 [π 2 + (16 − π 2 )ε2 ]3/2

cxx =
cxy
cyy

Figure 7. Eccentricity variation.

Due to symmetrical configuration of the rotor, the orbit plots
are all cylindrical and without differences between the rotation movement and center shaft movement. Figure 7 illustrates
the evolution of hydrodynamic bearing eccentricity, for high
speeds the eccentricity tends to be zero, which is expected for
the rotor operation.

3.2. Instability Evaluation
From the matrix motion equation, Eq. (1), the state space
solution is made and then the Jacobian matrix operation of the
function. Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to the
characteristic equation with the Jacobian matrix, the limits of
instability are found.
For the calculation to be simpler, there are two cases for the
bearings: 1st Case as a short bearing approximation; 2nd Case
as an approximation as a long bearing.13 Reddy and Srinivas
make an analysis through the use of finite elements of a bisupported rotor, experiencing excitation at its base, considering
its support element as a short type bearing.26 In this work, the
designed bearing has an L/D ratio of < 1, that is, it can also be
considered as a short type bearing.13 For the short bearing condition, the parameters of stiffness and damping are presented
International Journal of Acoustics and Vibration, Vol. 26, No. 1, 2021

(2)

Applying the eccentricity value as being equal to 0.02 in the
equations of the rigidity and damping parameters for short type
bearings of the work of Huang et al.,13 the dynamic parameters
are shown in Table 2.
With these values, after applied in matrix Eq. (1) the characteristic equation is obtained:
37.3λ4 + 1.2 · 106 λ3 + 9.7 · 109 λ2 + 5.14 · 1012 λ +
2.5 · 1015 = 0;

(3)

where λ represents the complex roots of the equation of motion that indicate that the transient motion of the axis will take
a harmonic waveform with a decay of amplitude when the system is stable, that is, when the real parts from λ are all negative. The complex parts from represent the frequency of the
resulting vibrations.
There is interest to predict if the system is stable or not. To
analyse this, the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion is applied
in Eq. (3). This criterion is based on the verification of the
variation of the signal of the real part of λ. Therefore, for a
system to be stable there must be no changes in the first column
of the result table obtained (Table 3).
When analysing the first column of Table 3, the coefficients
obtained do not change signal, so the developed system of the
hydrodynamic bearing is stable even though the asymmetry in
the values of rigidity and the presence of the eccentricity in
its assembly. Another point to be highlighted is the difference
of the rigidity values in the horizontal and vertical direction
(Table 2), which although small, is of the order of two times in
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Table 4. Comparison of critical speeds varying the bearing position.
Operation condition
(direction)

Bearing on
DE [Hz]

Bearing on
NDE [Hz]

Run-up (horizontal)
Run-up (vertical)
Coast-down (horizontal)
Coast-down (vertical)

120.09
51.34
119.33
51.42

120.28
80.59
99.89
81.47

Bearing on
DE and NDE
(results:
DE / NDE) [Hz]
119.79 / 119.89
51.28 / 51.66
119.99 / 124.62
51.83 / 52.22

Table 6. Critical speeds with elliptical bushing.
Operation condition
(direction)
Run-up (horizontal)
Run-up (vertical)
Coast-down (horizontal)
Coast-down (vertical)

Bearing on
DE [Hz]
50.34
50.89
51.41
51.90

3.3. Experimental Results
The set of hydrodynamic bearings is mounted on the bench
using the same bearing points from which the bearing was attached. This fixation is provided by bolts with a U-beam base
that is mounted on the base of inertia. To prevent any effects
of misalignment in the test rig, the rotor was aligned using dial
indicators with a tolerance of maximum of 0.002 mm between
the two bearings to guarantee the film oil formation inside the
bearing. For the experimental measurements, 3 bearing conditions were analysed: rolling bearing in the driven end (DE)
position and hydrodynamic bearing on non-driven end (NDE)
position; hydrodynamic on DE and ball bearing on NDE; and
hydrodynamic on DE and NDE sides. These variations on positions are needed to verify the torque influences by the drive
system. There is no necessity for applying ball bearings in
both positions because the same experiment had already been
carried out.24
Table 4 presents the values of the dominant frequencies for
the transient working condition of the Jeffcott rotor. From the
obtained values, it is possible to confirm the anisotropic characteristic of the hydrodynamic bearing, which is independent
of the region where it is mounted, by showing that the bearing
has less rigidity in the vertical direction and lower values of
natural frequencies than in the horizontal direction.
In addition to this finding, it is also possible to realize that,
when different kinds of bearings are mounted, the global support behaviour for the rotor follows the support element used
on the region of application of the torque (DE). Thus, demonstrating an important relationship between torque and its influence on the dynamic behaviour of hydrodynamic bearings.
The analysis for the two positions (DE and NDE) shows
there is no significant torque influences caused by the drive
system using pulleys and belts transmission, the natural frequencies obtained are very similar. The DE and NDE condition
also show a clear anisotropic effect caused by hydrodynamic
bearing, which is expected in accord to other authors and confirm the correct design, assembly and operation condition for
hydrodynamic bearings.
The next tests are based of varying the bush geometry. Tables 5–7 show the results for offset-halves, elliptical and com68

Operation condition
(direction)
Run-up (horizontal)
Run-up (vertical)
Coast-down (horizontal)
Coast-down (vertical)

Bearing on
NDE [Hz]
51.26
51.35
50.50
50.65

relation to another. Showing that the bearing is more flexible
in the vertical direction (due to the support of the oil film) than
in the horizontal direction. There was no intention to obtain
the eigenvalues from Eq. (3).

Bearing on
NDE [Hz]
47.12
50.35
45.67
49.80

Table 7. Critical speeds with composite material bushing and solid
lubrification.

Table 5. Critical speeds with offset-halves bushing.
Operation condition
(direction)
Run-up (horizontal)
Run-up (vertical)
Coast-down (horizontal)
Coast-down (vertical)

Bearing on
DE [Hz]
44.63
50.20
44.42
51.94

Bearing on
DE [Hz]
45.49
44.79
43.87
42.08

Bearing on
NDE [Hz]
46.78
43.66
44.44
45.61

posite material bushing respectively. The critical speeds detected are much closer than in cylindrical bushes, showing an
optimization for isotropic dynamic behaviour.

4. CONCLUSIONS
From the work developed the main conclusions obtained
were:
• A short procedure applied to develop a set of hydrodynamic bearings applied to a Jeffcott test rig, considering
all the dynamic influences that this bench can promote.
The bearing has a stable dynamic behaviour based on analytic analysis. The effect of anisotropy was well detected
when a fixed-cylindrical bushing was used (Table 4) To
decrease this effect, different designs of bushings were
applied: offset-halves (Table 5), elliptical bore (Table 6)
and a composite material bushing and solid lubrication
(Table 7).
• The results comparison between numerical simulation
(Fig. 5) and experimental results (Table 4) showed a difference up to 10% between results obtained by Campbell
diagram and the experimental results measured in vertical
direction. This difference drops to 4.5% when the horizontal direction is analysed. This comparison among the
experimental results and numerical simulation (including
orbit analysis, mode shapes and Campbell diagram) is important to predict critical speeds for rotors with hydrodynamic bearings.
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